Abstract. We examine several conditions, either the existence of a rank or a particular property of þ-forking that suggest the existence of a well-behaved independence relation, and determine the consequences of each of these conditions towards the rosiness of the theory. In particular we show that the existence of an ordinal valued equivalence relation rank is a (necessary and) sufficient condition for rosiness.
Introduction
Ever since Shelah introduced the local ranks (to generalize Morley's results) and the forking independence relation, geometric independence relations have played a major role in model theory. Even for o-minimal structures, in which forking does not define an independence notion, a dimension and the corresponding independence relation turned out to be vital notions.
In [Ons02] , [Eal04] and [Ons06] , we defined and studied a new independence relation, þ-forking, which gives rise to a geometric independence relation (as defined in [Pil96] ) in a setting named "rosy theories" by Thomas Scanlon 1 that includes, but is not limited to, all stable, simple, and o-minimal theories. Moreover, þ-forking coincides with both forking in stable theories (and all know simple theories), and topological dimension in o-minimal theories.
Since we started working with þ-forking it was clear that the notions we defined were closely related to equivalence relations and that it generalized many geometric structures. However, were previously unable to prove what the connection was. In this paper, we prove that rosiness is equivalent to a nice behavior of definable equivalence relations and prove that many geometric structures defined in the model theoretic literature fall into rosiness or some variant of thereof.
The structure of the paper is as follows:
The first three sections are a collection of results we need for the main results of this paper (although some of them are quite interesting and useful by themselves). In section 2, we recall the main definitions and the main results from [Ons06] which we will need to use throughout this article. In section 3, we prove that þ-forking is universal in the sense that it is the weakest independence relation satisfying some very weak conditions and we also give some characterizations of rosiness which are analogues (and very similarly proved) as characterizations of simple theories (all the facts we will assume about simple theories can be found in [Wag00] ). In section 4, we talk about superrosy theories and the behavior of the global ranks defined from þ-forking.
Section 5 contains the main result of this paper. We give a characterization of þ-rank in terms of the good behavior of equivalence relations: we prove that rosiness is equivalent to having all equivalence ranks (defined below) well defined. This result pinpoints the relation between a number geometric structures which have been defined in model theory and rosiness. We prove for example that the definition of chirurgical (which we translate as surgical ) given in [PP95] is closely related to rosiness.
In section 6, we focus our attention in another example of geometric structures: structures that admit a fibred dimension function defined by van den Dries in [vdD89] . Studying this structures under the framework of rosiness provides us with a great opportunity to introduce a the notion of restricted þ-forking (which is just þ-forking restricted to a fixed collection of sorts). This is a notion which we have known since our work in [Eal04] and [Ons02] , but which we are now able to define and state results for in a more compact form. Finally, we prove that van den Dries's fibred dimension, under some natural assumptions, is the same as the global rank defined by restricted þ-forking.
Both authors started studying þ-forking during their Ph.D. studies at Berkeley and would like to thank their advisor, Professor Thomas Scanlon, for his mentoring and his very useful advice.
Preliminaries
Throughout, we work in a C, a large saturated structure. Unless we indicate otherwise, we assume that C eliminates imaginaries. All other models are assumed to be elementary substructures of C, and each collection of a parameters has cardinality less than the degree of saturation of C.
We recall the definitions of þ-forking and rosy theories and some results proved in [Ons06] and [Eal04] .
The notions we work with are the following:
Definition 2.1. A formula δ(x, a) strongly divides over A if tp(a/A) is nonalgebraic and {δ(x, a )} a |=tp(a/A) is k-inconsistent for some k ∈ N. We say that δ(x, a) þ-divides over A if we can find some tuple c such that δ(x, a) strongly divides over Ac.
A formula þ-forks over A if it implies a (finite) disjunction of formulas which þ-divide over A.
We say that the type p(x) þ-divides over A if there is a formula in p(x) which þ-divides over A; þ-forking is similarly defined. We say that a is þ-independent from b over A, denoted a | þ A b, if tp (a/Ab) does not þ-fork over A.
As mentioned before, þ-forking defines an independence relation in a large class of theories called rosy theories which includes simple and o-minimal structures. Before we are able to give the definition of rosy theories we must first define the class of ranks that is associated with þ-forking.
Definition 2.2. Given a formula ϕ(x), a finite set ∆ of formulas with object variables x and parameter variables y, a set of formulas Π in the variables y, z (with z possibly of infinite length), and a number k, we define the þ ∆,Π,k -rank of ϕ inductively as follows:
(
if and only if there is a δ ∈ ∆, some π(y, z) ∈ Π and parameters c such that (a) þ(ϕ ∧ δ (x, a) , ∆, Π, k) ≥ α for infinitely many a |= π(y, c), and
Given a (partial) type π(x) we define þ(π(x), ∆, Π, k) to be the minimum of
Remark 2.3. As in simple theories, given any finite set ∆, one can find some formula ψ, such that replacing ∆ with {φ} in the above definition results in the same local rank. Also, we can change the definition of local ranks by restricting the set Π to consist of a single formula θ. Even though we do not get the same family of ranks, the existence of a non well defined local rank is equivalent in both cases.
Furthermore, an easy compactness argument shows that a given þ ψ,θ,k -rank being ordinal valued is equivalent to that þ ψ,θ,k -rank being finite.
The connection between the local ranks and þ-forking is provided by the following:
Fact 2.4. A partial type π(x, A) þ-forks over B ⊆ A if and only if there are ψ, θ, k such that the þ ψ,θ,k -rank of π is less than that of π restricted to B. Remark 2.6. When one is not assuming that one has elimination of imaginaries, the definition of local thorn rank given above must be modified slightly to allow the parameter variables formulas used to define the local ranks to come from sorts of C eq . When we are working in situation where we do not assume elimination of imaginaries, we refer to a sort of C as a real sort to emphasize that it is not an arbitrary sort of C eq .
It is clear from the definitions that all simple theories are rosy (for any local þ-rank we can easily find a D-rank such that the value is bigger for all formulas). We also have the following theorem ( [Ons06] ).
Theorem 2.7. In a rosy theory, þ-forking has all the properties of an independence notion as defined in [KP97] . In other words, it satisfies the following:
(1) Automorphism Invariance (2) Local Character There is some κ, such that are no þ-forking chains of length κ. That is, for all b, one can not find (a i ) i<κ , such that for all α < κ one
Every partial type over B ⊃ A which does not þ-fork over A can be extended to a complete type p(x) over B which does not þ-fork over A. 
C.
In addition, in a rosy theory we have:
b and some formula δ(x, y), then δ (x, a) þ-forks (þ-divides) over Ab. Even more, if δ(x, a) þ-divides over A witnessed by {δ(x, a )} a |=θ(y,c) then þ-division of δ (x, a) over Ab is witnessed by the same θ (with possibly a different c). Proof. Except for local character all the above properties were proven in [Ons06] . To prove local character in rosy theories, notice that not having local character means that for any κ, there is some b and some (a i ) i<κ such that going from tp(b/(a i ) i<α ) to tp(b/(a i ) i≤α ) causes forking for each α < κ. Choosing κ large enough, we see that there must be some ψ, θ, k such that the þ ψ,θ,k -rank drops infinitely many times, by Fact 2.4. By Remark 2.3 above, we see that this implies the theory is not rosy.
We should point out that the independence theorem (see [KP97] ) does not always work for þ-forking (as it does define an independence relation in o-minimal theories) and we therefore cannot conclude that þ-forking is the same as forking when restricted to simple theories. We do however know the following:
Theorem 2.8. In any simple theory for which þ-forking satisfies the stable forking conjecture or which has elimination of hyperimaginaries, forking is the same as þ-forking.
In particular, in all stable and supersimple theories forking is the same as þ-forking.
Proof. See [Ons06] and [Eal04] .
Characterizations of Rosy Theories
In this section we study alternative ways of characterizing þ-forking. Many of the theorems and proofs in this section are very close to (and, in fact, inspired by) the analogous theorems in simple theories. The reader can refer to [Wag00] (or [HKP00] in the case of coordinatization) to see the original proofs.
We would also like to mention that Theorem 3.3, which provides an easy way to identify certain rosy (or even superrosy), theories was proved not only by the authors but independently to Hans Adler and David Lippel.
We start with a couple of technical results we will need later.
Remark 3.1. Given any type p over some set B ⊃ A, if p is finitely satisfiable over A then it does not þ-fork over A.
Proof. We know that if a type is finitely satisfiable it does not fork over A. A fortiori, it cannot þ-fork.
The following observation is also quite useful:
Proof. By the definition of þ-dividing, b / ∈ acl(Cd). Assume for a contradiction that there is an infinite collection of b i |= tp(b/Cda). Then, in particular, there would be an infinite collection of
3.1. þ-forking is weakest. Our first result in the spirit of characterization of rosy theories is a condition that will, in many cases, provide an easy way to prove not only that a theory is rosy, but also characterize what þ-forking looks like.
The following theorem proves that just as non-forking is the strongest independence relation, non-þ-forking is the weakest. 
Proof. First we show that þ-dividing implies I-dependence. For a contradiction, we will assume that tp(a/Cb) þ-divides over C, but that a | b, i.e. there is some set E ⊃ Cb such that every extension of tp(a/Cb) to S(E) þ-divides over C. But since we have just shown that þ-dividing implies I-dependence, it follows that ifã realizes an extension of tp(a/Cb) to E,
Remark 3.4. The preceding theorem certainly need not hold for structures that do not eliminate imaginaries. Consider, for instance, Example 6.13. Theorem 3.3 provides a characterization of rosy theories in terms of the existence of abstract independence relations with some particular properties. We give examples of two such characterizations after Theorem 3.7 below.
3.2. Analogues to simple theories. Some of the proofs in this section are very similar to the proofs of the analogous theorems in simple theories. We will not include the proofs which are exactly the same, referring the reader to the original results instead.
Lemma 3.5 is the main technical lemma in the proofs of characterization of rosy theories by symmetry, local character and transitivity. The proof of this lemma has a slight (though significant) difference with the proof of its analogue (lemma 2.3.7 in [Wag00]) so we include it.
Lemma 3.5. Let þ(x = x, ϕ, θ, k) > n for all n < ω. Then for every linearly ordered index set I, there are
Proof. 1. By definition of þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, if we are given π(x) a partial type over A where þ(π(x), ϕ, θ, k) ≥ n + 1, we can find tuples a, b, c such that
Thus, for every n, we can find by induction tuples a
By compactness, we can build a similar sequence of any given length and using Ramsey's theorem and compactness we can find one such sequence such that a i b i is indiscernible. 2. Is a particular case of the sequence we get above with b = b ω .
Remark 3.6. We are actually proving something slightly stronger. If in the previous lemma we assume that for some type p(x), þ(p(x), ϕ, θ, k) > n for all n < ω, then we can actually get all the b's and b i 's in the conclusions satisfying p(x).
Theorem 3.7.
(1): A theory is rosy if and only if þ-forking satisfies local character. Now we may combine Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.7 to produce two characterizations of rosiness in terms of the existence of an abstract independence relation.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that a theory T admits an independence relation | 0 satisfying conditions 1 through 3 in Theorem 3.3. Then
(1): If | 0 satisfies local character then T is rosy.
(2): If | 0 satisfies symmetry and transitivity then T is rosy.
Proof.
(1). Local character is equivalent to the non-existence of arbitrarily long dependent chains so 3.3 implies that if | 0 satisfies local character, so does | þ and T is rosy by Theorem 3.7 below. for all κ. By [She90] there is an a-indiscernible sequence c i i∈ω+1 such that for any n and any finite
contradicting symmetry.
Now we switch to coordinatization. All the definitions and results in this subsection are analogues of simple theoretic results proved in [HKP00] .
Definition 3.9. We say that a theory T is finitely coordinatized by a set of types P if P is closed under automorphisms and for any type p(x) over a tuple a there is some n ∈ ω and a sequence a 0 , . . . , a n with a 0 = ∅, a n = a and tp(a i /a i−1 ) ∈ P.
Definition 3.10. Given any type p ∈ S(T ), we say that p is rosy if all of its extensions satisfy local character for þ-forking.
Lemma 3.11. Let p(x) be any type. Then þ(p(x), δ, θ, k) < ω for all formulas δ, θ and all k ∈ N if and only if p(x) is rosy.
Proof. Using 3.6 the result follows from the proof of 3.7.
Theorem 3.12. If T is coordinatized by rosy types, then it is rosy.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.11 the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.5.2.2 in [HKP00].
Superrosy theories
As in simple or stable theories, it is not always true that one can define a global rank. But as in simple theories a global rank defined by þ-forking can be incredibly useful when one can define one. We will deal here with rosy theories for which þ-forking defines a global rank. It should be noted that a lot of the results are either exactly as or inspired by similar results in simple theories and this section is not much more than a survey of results we will need later in the paper.
Definition 4.1. We define a theory to be superrosy if no type þ-forks over all finite subsets of its domain.
Global ranks. Recall the definition of U
þ -rank (which we will see characterizes superrosy theories).
Definition 4.2. We define the U þ -rank inductively as follows. Let p(x) be a type over some set A. Then,
(2) For any ordinal α, U þ (p(x)) ≥ α + 1 if there is some tuple a and some
In addition to the U þ -rank on types, with its nice additivity properties, there is also a continuous rank, the þ-rank (analogous to the D-rank, or Shelah rank D of simple theories).
Definition 4.3. þ-rank is the least function taking values in On ∪ {∞} satisfying the following:
For a partial type π, we define þ-rank π = min{þ-rank ϕ : π implies ϕ}.
A superrosy theory was defined as a theory where the domain of each type contains a finite subset over which it does not þ-fork. But it can be defined equivalently in terms of the U þ -rank being ordinal valued or in terms of the þ-rank being ordinal valued. To establish these equivalences requires a fair amount of work, but once one replaces D-rank with þ-rank, and SU -rank with U þ -rank, the arguments are identical to the corresponding ones about supersimple theories. Rather than rehash the arguments here, we simply state the relevant lemmas, and refer to [Wag00] for the proofs. Also, just as in simple theories one has Lascar inequalities for SUrank, in rosy theories one has Lascar inequalities for U þ -rank, and again, apart from inserting an occasional "þ" symbol, the proof is identical to that of the Lascar inequalities for SU -rank, found for instance in [Wag00] . (1): If q is a non-þ-forking extension of p and U þ (p) is ordinal valued, then 
and if T is superrosy, then þ-rank p is ordinal valued for all formulas ϕ.
Also we have the following:
Fact 4.5. Lascar's Inequalities: Whenever the U þ -rank is defined, it satisfies the following inequalities:
(1):
Proof. See [Wag00] 5.1.4 to 5.1.6, 5.1.14, 5.1.16, and 5.1.17.
The þ-rank does not satisfy any additivity properties as nice as the Lascar inequalities. However, the propositions below are often useful, and their proofs, while elementary and very similar to the corresponding proofs in simples theories, are not quite identical, and so are included.
Proposition 4.6. Let D and E be definable sets and let f be a definable surjection f : D E. Then, if D has þ-rank α, E has þ-rank less than or equal to α. Furthermore, if the fibers of f are finite, we have equality.
Proof. By induction on rank of E:
If þ-rank E = 0, the statement is clear, and so is the limit ordinal case. Suppose þ-rank E = α + 1. Then by definition of þ-rank there is a k ∈ N, a type p, and a family F a such that a 1 , . . . , a k |= p implies that each F ai has rank α and i<k F ai is the empty set. The f −1 (F ai ) are also k-inconsistent, and by induction, have rank greater than or equal to α. Now suppose the fibers are finite. Again, it is only the successor case that we need consider. Suppose that {F a : a |= p} is a infinite family of k-inconsistent subsets of D, each of þ-rank α, and suppose that the fibers of f are size n or less. By induction, the f (F a ) have þ-rank α. Letting m := n(k − 1) + 1, it is not hard to see that the family {f (F a )} is m-inconsistent. For suppose that e is in the intersection of F a1 , . . . , F am . Then f −1 (e) has nonempty intersection with each of
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that each of {F a : a |= p} has þ-rank α, and suppose E also has þ-rank α. Then, by definition, there can only be finite number of elements a 1 , . . . , a n |= p such that þ-rank E ∩ F ai = α.
Proof. Suppose that there were some infinite family. Then this family would witness that þ-rank E was at least α + 1, a contradiction.
Proof. If E has þ-rank 0 and D has þ-rank 1, the statement is clearly true. Thus, proceeding inductively, we see that the only non-trivial case is þ-rank D = α + 1 and þ-rank E = α. Let {F a : a |= p} witness that þ-rank D = α + 1. By the previous lemma, {F a \ E : a |=p} witnesses that þ-rank D \ E = α + 1 wherep excludes those a i which parameterize the F ai whose intersection with E has þ-rank α.
In general one can not say much about the þ-rank of products. But perhaps one should make the following observation:
Proof. In this situation, since algebraic closure forms a pregeometry on D, both þ-rank and U þ -rank are both given by the algebraic rank. That is, for any definable set, either rank is given by the maximal number of algebraically independent elements in any tuple from the set.
Coordinatization in superrosy theories.
Definition 4.10. We say that p is superrosy if its global rank is defined and þ-
1 and any A ⊂ M , tp(a/A) þ-forks over ∅ if and only if a is algebraic over A.
Corollary 4.11. Given a complete theory T , let M be a model of T . Then, if for all elements a ∈ M 1 and all sets A ⊂ M U þ (a/A) < ∞, T is superrosy. In particular, any þ-minimal theory is superrosy.
Proof. Clearly the set of all types of single elements coordinatizes the theory. Being þ-minimal is equivalent to having the U þ -rank of any such type (and therefore all the þ-ranks) be at most 1 and by 3.11 any type in S 1 (T ) is rosy. By theorem 3.12 T is rosy and by Lascar's inequalities for rosy theories it is in fact superrosy.
Finally, let T be þ-minimal, p ∈ S 1 (T ) be a type over A, q be a type over B ⊃ A extending p and let a be an element satisfying q. If q is not algebraic, then q does not þ-fork over the empty set and it is rosy. If q is algebraic, then there is some finite C ⊂ B such that tp(a/C) is algebraic and q does not þ-fork over C.
4.3.
Applications. Here we list some easy applications of the results given in this sections. Both were proven by the authors during their Ph.D. studies and independently by [Gag05] .
Recall that a theory T has geometric elimination of imaginaries if and only if given any imaginary e ∈ C eq there is some tupleā ∈ C n such that acl eq (e) = acl(ā).
Theorem 4.12. Any theory which has geometric elimination of imaginaries and for which algebraic closure defines a pregeometry is rosy of U þ -rank 1.
Proof. We will prove that in this case þ-independence is equivalent to algebraic independence. One direction is immediate since by definition algebraic dependence always causes strong dividing (and therefore þ-forking).
For the other direction, since algebraic closure defines a pregeometry we know that algebraic independence defines an independence relation which is defined in imaginaries by geometric elimination of imaginaries.
The theorem now follows by Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 4.13. All saturated geometric structures with geometric elimination of imaginaries as defined in [HP94] are rosy of U þ -rank 1. In particular, o-minimal theories with geometric elimination of imaginaries have U þ -rank 1.
Theorem 4.14. Any stable structure M interpretable in an o-minimal theory with geometric elimination of imaginaries 2 is superstable.
Proof. By Theorem 4.12 all o-minimal structures with geometric elimination of imaginaries are rosy of U þ -rank one. Since the property of having finite U þ -rank is clearly closed under interpretations, M must have finite U þ -rank. By Theorem 2.8 U þ (M ) = U (M ) so M is a stable structure of finite U -rank.
5. Equivalence ranks and surgical structures.
In stable theories it is well known that whenever a type forks it divides and whenever it k-divides (meaning it is k-inconsistent) it 2-divides. In simple theories if one has an infinite k-dividing chain one can find an infinite 2-dividing chain.
In rosy theories it is not true that one can always witness þ-forking by þ-dividing. Nor is it true that any type which k-þ-divides 2-þ-divides. However, we will prove that non-rosiness (i.e. the existence of an arbitrarily long þ-forking chain) can be witnessed by an arbitrarily long 2-þ-dividing chain. This is particularly interesting since 2-þ-dividing is, by definition, equivalent to having an equivalence relation with infinitely many classes. So what we prove in this section is that whenever a theory is not rosy, one can find an arbitrarily long chain of equivalence relations which witnesses non-rosiness. This is, in our view, a characterization of rosy theories in the lines of a theory being stable if and only if it does not have the order property (see [She90] ) and a theory being simple if it does not have the tree property (see [Wag00] ).
We start by defining the equivalence relation rank as follows:
Definition 5.1. Let π(x) be a partial type, and let ∆ be a finite set of formulas. Define eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) as follows:
(1) eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) ≥ 0 if and only if π is consistent, (2) eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) ≥ α+1 if and only if there is some equivalence relation, E(x, y), defined by δ(x, y, c) with δ ∈ ∆ and c ∈ C n , and there are {b i : i < ω} representatives of different equivalence classes, such that eq-rk ∆ (π(x) ∧ E(x, b i )) ≥ α, and (3) for λ a limit ordinal, eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) ≥ λ if and only if eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) ≥ α for all α < λ.
We have introduced the above definition to make clear in what fashion "having a lot of equivalence relations" is a necessary and sufficient condition for non-rosiness. But we should observe that when working in C eq , eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) is equivalent to a notion already introduced, namely it is equal to the þ ∆ ,Π,2 -rank of π for appropriate ∆ , Π:
Proposition 5.2. For any ∆ there are ∆ and Π such that for any formula π(x) the equivalence rank eq-rk ∆ (π(x)) is equivalent to þ ∆ ,Π,2 -rank of π.
Proof. In the set of formulas witnessing þ-dividing we do not allow parameters. The key step in the proof of the proposition will be to get rid of the parameters of any formula δ(x, y, c) defining an equivalence relation with δ(x, y, y 1 ) ∈ ∆.
Suppose that δ(x, y, y 1 ) ∈ ∆ is such that δ(x, y, c) defines the equivalence relation E c (x, y) ∈ ∆. Let µ(y 1 ) be the formula (over the empty set) stating that δ(x, y; y 1 ) is an equivalence relation.
Then clearly the formula E(xy 1 , yy 2 ) given by y 1 = y 2 ∧ δ(x, y, y 1 ) ∧ µ(y 1 ) is a parameter free equivalence relation. We may think of an element of the sort C/ E as a pair b/E c , c. We let δ (x; y , y 1 ) := E(xy 1 , yy 1 ) ∧ y ∈ y so by definition δ (x, b/E, c) says "E c is an equivalence relation and x belongs to the equivalence class b i /E"; let θ(y , y 1 ; c) be the formula y 1 = c. We let ∆ be the collection of such δ for each δ ∈ ∆, and we let Π be the collection of such θ.
We will now prove by induction that for any ordinal σ and any formula π(x)
The cases σ = 0 and σ a limit ordinal are trivial and we only need to prove the successor case to complete the induction. Fix some ordinal α and suppose that for all κ ≤ α and for all π,
Note that eq-rk ∆ (π) ≥ α + 1 if and only if there are δ(x, y, c),and
But we note that
{δ (x, b/E, c) : b/E, c |= θ(y , y 1 , c)} is 2-inconsistent. Thus þ(π, ∆ , Π, 2) ≥ α + 1 implies eq-rk ∆ (π) ≥ α + 1.
On the other hand, take any ∆, Π. Say δ(x, b i ) ∈ ∆ and θ(x, c) ∈ Π witness that þ(π, ∆ , Π, 2) ≥ α + 1. One observes that δ (x, x , c) = ∃yδ(x, y) ∧ δ(x , y) ∧ θ(y, c) defines an equivalence relation E(x, x ), and moreover, eq-rk ∆ (π ∧ E(x, b i )) ≥ α . Thus letting ∆ the collection of such δ , one sees that þ(π, ∆, Π, 2) = eq-rk ∆ (π).
Having observed the relation between equivalence ranks and þ ϕ,θ,2 -ranks (finite ∆'s and Π's may always be replaced by single formulas), we may state the following theorem which proves that theories have finite equivalence ranks if and only if they are rosy.
Theorem 5.3. Let T be a theory which is non-rosy. In particular let ϕ(x, y), θ(y, z), k ∈ N be such that the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank is infinite. Then there are formulas Φ and Θ such that T has infinite þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank.
In other words, given any non-rosy theory T there is an equivalence relation such that T has infinite equivalence rank.
We will make some definitions to make the proof easier.
Definition 5.4. We say that the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank of ψ(x, d) is infinite with n-large overlap for if there are a, c such that
(1) The set {ϕ(x, a ) : a |= θ(y, c)} is k-inconsistent.
(2) |= θ(a, c), (3) tp(a/cd) is non-algebraic, (4) there are a 1 , . . . , a n distinct realizations of tp(a/cd) such that ψ(x, d) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n ) itself has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, Moreover, we insist that (5) n ≥ 2 and n is maximal such that there are a, c of which (1) to (4) above hold. If there is no such n we say that the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank of ψ(x, d) is infinite with small overlap.
A couple remarks on the definition: First, by k inconsistency, n < k. Second, although (4) only requires the existence of a single n-tuple of realizations of tp(a/cd) such that ψ(x, d) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, (3) implies that there are infinitely many such realizations. Finally, note that the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank of ψ being "infinite with n-large overlap" implies that the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank of ψ is infinite, since ψ implies a formula (namely ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n )) which has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank. Now we prove the theorem in two steps. First we show that there is always some ψ, and some ϕ, θ, and k such that ψ has infinite þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank with small overlap. Second, we show that the existence of infinite rank with small overlap lets us define an equivalence relation witnessing that the model has infinite equivalence relation rank.
Lemma 5.5. There is some ψ and some ϕ, θ, and k such that ψ has infinite þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank with small overlap. Proof. Suppose not. Then, in particular, for every ψ with infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank we have that ψ has n-large overlap for some n ≥ 2. Choose ψ so that n is minimal.
Take a, c witnessing that ψ satisfies the conditions in Definition 5.4. Recall that unordered sets of size n exist as a sort in C eq . We will abuse notation slightly to write a variable of this sort as {x 1 , . . . , x n } and an element of this sort as {a 1 , . . . , a n }. Letθ({y 1 , . . . , y n }, z) be the formula that says that θ(y i , z) holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Letφ(x, {y 1 , . . . , y n }) be the formula that says "ϕ(x, w) holds for all elements w ∈ {y 1 , . . . , y n }". In other words, picking n distinct elements, a 1 , . . . , a n , from θ(C, c), we see thatφ(x, {a 1 , . . . , a n }) defines the same set as ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n ), and hence, by (4), we may choose {a 1 , . . . , a n }, an unordered tuple of elements from tp(a/cd), so that ψ ∧ ϕ has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank.
Claim 5.5.1. ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, { a 1 , . . . , a n }) ∧ ϕ(x, { b 1 , . . . , b m }) has finite rank for all but finitely many pairs { a 1 , . . . , a n }, { b 1 , . . . , b n } satisfying θ({y 1 , . . . , y n }, c).
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there are infinitely many such pairs, and thus by compactness, one may find arbitrarily many. Thus one may find some a such that tp( a/cd) is non-algebraic, and there are { a 1 , . . . , a n }, { b 1 , . . . , b n } such that each a i , b i |= tp( a/cd) and ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, { a 1 , . . . , a n }) ∧ ϕ(x, { b 1 , . . . , b m }) has infinite rank. Note that two such unordered pairs { a 1 , . . . , a n }, { b 1 , . . . , b n } would contain at least n + 1 distinct elements, say {a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 }, all realizing θ(y, c) and such that ψ(x, d) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n ) ∧ ϕ(x, b 1 ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank. But this contradicts (5) of Definition 5.4.
Claim 5.5.2. ψ has infinite þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank for some k.
Proof. Let k be k − 1 n + 1. Then k sets of n elements must contain at least k different elements, and {a 1 , . . . a n } chosen as above, together with c, witness that ψ has þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank at least one. Also note that ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank.
Let ψ 1 (x) = ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a n ) and let {a 1,1 , . . . , a 1,n } = {a 1 , . . . a n }. We proceed by induction. Now suppose that we have chosen {a 1,1 , . . . , a 1,n }, . . . , {a m,1 , . . . , a m,n } witnessing that ψ has þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank at least m and such that the formula
By assumption there is no formula with infinite rank and small overlap, so the formula ψ m has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank with n-large overlap for some n. In particular, there are a , c , and a 1 , . . . , a e n |= tp(a /c da 1,1 . . . a m,n ) satisfying (1)-(5) of Definition 5.4 applied to ψ m . Note that n cannot be less than n since we chose ψ so that n was minimal. On the other hand, n cannot be larger than n, as then ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x, a e n ) would also have infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, contradicting (5) in Definition 5.4. Thus n = n.
Let a m+1 = a , let c m+1 = c and let {a m+1,1 , . . . , a m+1,n } = {a 1 , . . . , a n }. Thus
has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, and it remains only to show that ψ(x) has þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank at least m + 1.
But note that tp(a m+1 /c m+1 da 1,1 . . . a m,n ) is non-algebraic, and { ϕ(x, {a m+1,1 , . . . , a m+1,n }) : {a m+1,1 , . . . , a m+1,n } |= θ(y, c m+1 )} is k-inconsistent since {ϕ(x, a m+1 ) : a m+1 |= θ(y, c m+1 } is k-inconsistent. So it remains only to check that ψ(x)∧ ϕ(x, {a 1,1 , . . . , a 1,n })∧· · ·∧ ϕ(x, {a m+1,1 , . . . , a m+1,n }) has þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank at least 0, that is, is consistent. But it has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, so it is certainly consistent.
But now we have arrived at a contradiction. By Claim 5.5.2 we see that ψ has infinite þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank, and thus by our assumption, must have infinite þ e ϕ, e θ, e k -rank with n -large overlap for some n . But even for n = 2, there can be no non-algebraic type tp{a 1 , . . . , a n /cd} satisfying (3) of Definition 5.4 by Claim 5.5.1, and we have proven our lemma.
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 5.3, let us consider in a bit more detail what it means that ψ has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank with small overlap. To simplify notation, we will assume that ψ is over the empty set by adding any parameters used in ψ to the language. Take any a, c such that |= θ(a, c). By definition, if there are distinct a , a ∈ tp(a/c) such that ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a ) ∧ ϕ(x, a ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, then tp(a/c) is algebraic. By compactness, if there are infinitely many a |= θ(x, c) such that there is some other a |= θ(x, c) such that ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a ) ∧ ϕ(x, a ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, then there are arbitrarily many such pairs a , a . Since there are only a bounded number of types over c, this contradicts the assumption that whenever we find such a pair, tp(a /c) is algebraic. So there are only finitely many such pairs. Thus, if tp(a/c) is non-algebraic, there can be no a |= θ(x, c) such that ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a) ∧ ϕ(x, a ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank.
Since ψ(x) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank, we may find (a i ) i<ω and (c i ) i<ω such for each i,
(1) ψ ∧ j≤i ϕ(x, a j ) is consistent, (2) tp(a i /a 0 . . . a i−1 c 0 . . . c i ) is not algebraic, and (3) the set of formulas {ϕ(x,ã) :ã |= θ(y, c i )} is k-inconsistent. For each c n and any a |= θ(y, c n ) define Φ cn (x 1 , . . . , x k−1 , a) as saying "a is the only element satisfying θ(y, c n ) such that |= ϕ(x i , a) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1". So there is a definable function π cn : ∃yΦ cn (C k−1 , y) → θ(C, c n ). Thus, we may define an equivalence relation on C k−1 by setting b 1 equivalent to b 2 if b 1 , b 2 ∈ ∃yΦ cn (C k−1 , y) and π cn ( b 1 ) = π cn ( b 2 ), letting the equivalence class of b 3 / ∈ ∃y cn (C k−1 , y) be the singleton { b 3 }. Let Θ(yz 1 , z 2 ) be θ(y, z 2 ) ∧ z 1 = z 2 . In other words,
is 2-inconsistent. We wish to show that each equivalence class itself has infinite þ Φ,Θ,k
The intuition is that for the equivalence class of b to be only { b}, b 1 , . . . b k−1 must each lie in the overlap of some ϕ(x, a 1 ) and ϕ(x, a 2 ). Since the overlap is small, this should happen relatively rarely, and many tuples should belong to equivalence classes that are quite large, allowing us to prove that x = x has infinite rank. The following proposition makes this intuition precise.
Proposition 5.6. Let ψ, ϕ, θ, k, (a i ) i<ω , and (c i ) i<ω be the formulas considered above, let n be any integer and let π cn be as above. Then the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank of π
cr (a r ) is infinite. Proof. Note that by the remarks above, there is no a in θ(C, c n ) distinct from a n such that ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a ) ∧ ϕ(x, a n ) has infinite þ ϕ,θ,k -rank.
By assumption n j=1 ϕ(x, a j ) has infinite rank, so it is enough to show that for any b 1 ∈ n j=1 ϕ(C, a j ) one can find elements b 2 , . . . ,
By k-inconsistency, for each j ≤ n there are at most k − 1 elements realizing θ(y, c j ), say a j,1 , . . . , a j,k−1 , such that b 1 |= ϕ(x, a j,i ) and a j is one of them. Let a j = a j,1 .
But a i,j |= θ(x, c j ) so ψ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, a j,1 ) ∧ ϕ(x, a j,i ) has finite rank for i = 1 and by definition
has finite rank for any j ≤ n and any 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Thus, by additivity, the
is infinite for any 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Let b i satisfy this formula, so in particular, for each 2 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, the element b l does not satisfy ϕ(x, a j,l ) for all j ≤ n.
Proof. Each b i satisfies ϕ(x, a j ) for each j ≤ n by construction. Suppose there were some other a |= θ(y, c j ) different from a j such that b i |= ϕ(x, a ) for all i. By definition of a j,2 , . . . a j,k−1 we get a = a j,i for some 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. But then we also have that b i |= ¬ϕ(x, a ), a contradiction.
As any b |= n j=1 ϕ(x, a j ) may be extended to a b in π −1 cn (a n ) ∩
Proof. We will prove that for any n the þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank of x = x is greater than or equal to n. Since we are taking þ-ranks over formulas, the þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank of x = x will be infinite by compactness.
Let n be any integer. First we note that π −1 cn (a n ) = Φ cn (C k−1 , a n ). Next we observe that tp(a n /a 0 . . . a n−1 c 0 . . . c n ) is not algebraic so there are infinitely many conjugates a of a n over a 0 . . . a n−1 c 0 . . . c n ; by Proposition 5.6 and conjugation for each such a the þ ϕ,θ,k -rank of π
By construction φ(x, a i+1 ) 2-strongly divides over c i so it 2-strongly divides over a 0 . . . a n−1 c 0 . . . c i . This implies that the þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank of
is at least one more than the þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank of
By induction, the þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank of x = x is at least n. But n was arbitrary, the þ Φ,Θ,2 -rank of x = x is infinite.
In [PP95] Pillay and Poizat define notions of surgical dimension and surgical structure. We will vary this definition (in what we hope keeps the spirit of the original paper) and show that there is a strong relation between surgical structures and rosiness.
For the remainder of the section, we do not assume M = M eq , although, as the following definition makes apparent, we will often be working with definable subsets of M eq in any case.
Definition 5.7. Let T be a theory and let M |= T .
• A dimension function dim on M is a map from M -definable sets into some partial order such that dim(U) ≤ dim(V) whenever there is a definable map injecting U into V.
given any definable set X in M eq and any equivalence relation E on X, at most finitely many of the E-classes have the same dimension as X.
• (M, dim) is well founded if dim is a dimension function on M and the image of dim does not have infinite descending chains.
Example 5.8. There are many known examples of surgical dimensions: any supersimple structure M with dim defined as the U -rank or any o-minimal structure M with dim being the topological dimension are examples where (M, dim) is both surgical and well defined. We will present some examples where dim is a dimension function on M and (M, dim) is either not well founded or not surgical to give a sense of the pathologies that may arise when studying dimension functions in full generality.
• Let L be the language with a single equivalence relation E, let M be an countable L-structure with ℵ 0 many infinite classes, and let dim(X) = |X|, the cardinality of X (with the cardinal order). Then (M, dim) is well founded but not surgical. On the other hand, take an elementarily equivalent model, N , of cardinality ℵ 1 and only finitely many classes of size ℵ 1 , and take the same dimension function. Then (N, dim) is both well-founded and surgical.
• Let L consist of a partial order ≤ p and let M be a tree with infinitely many infinite branchings. We can define a partial order ≤ dim on M -definable sets as follows: given M -definable sets X, Y we can define X ≤ dim Y whenever there is a definable injection from X to Y. If we now define dim to be the identity from the set of M -definable sets into the partial order of Mdefinable sets ordered by ≤ dim we get that (M, dim) is surgical and not well founded.
• In general, given any M we can define a partial order on the M -definable subsets of M eq by defining X ≤ dim Y whenever there is a definable injection from X to Y and dim([a] E ) < dim Y whenever there is a definable equivalence relation E with domain Y and infinitely many E-classes
for all i. This is not always a dimension (if, for example, M is a p-adically closed field) and even when it is a dimension it is not always well defined.
We are now able to state and prove, as a corollary of Theorem 5.3, that theories with surgical well founded structures 3 are always rosy. Noticing that if T is superrosy and M |= T then M together with the þ-rank is a well founded surgical structure, we get that theories which allow surgical structures lie somewhere between superrosy and rosy theories.
Theorem 5.9. Let M be an ω-saturated model of a theory T and let dim be a surgical dimension on M . Then, if M is not rosy, (M, dim) is not well founded.
Proof. We will prove by induction the following lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Let T be a theory, M be an ω-saturated model of T and dim(_) a surgical dimension function on definable subsets of M .
If X ⊆ M eq is definable, and eq-rk {E} (X) ≥ n for some n, some definable formula E(x, y, z) and some M -definable X then we can find X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ⊆ M eq such that
Proof. Let X ⊆ M eq be definable by some formula φ(x); we will do an induction on n.
If n = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose that eq-rk E (X) ≥ n + 1.
Let E(x, y, d) be an equivalence relation on X which witness eq-rk E (X) ≥ n + 1 so that we can find {b i : i < ω} representatives of different equivalence classes such that eq-rk
for infinitely many b i 's. Let X 2 ⊆ M eq be the set defined by φ(x) ∧ E (x, b i , d); so dim(X) > dim(X 2 ) and by induction hypothesis there are X 3 , . . . , X n+1 ⊆ M eq such that dim(X 2 ) > dim(X 3 ) and dim(X i ) > dim(X i+1 ) for 3 ≤ i < n which completes the proof of the lemma.
The theorem follows by compactness.
Using the theorem above together with what we have proved for global þ-rank in superrosy theories we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.11. Any model M of a superrosy theory T allows a dimension function dim such that (M, dim) is surgical and well founded. Any theory T such that some saturated model M allows a dimension dim such that (M, dim) is surgical and well founded is rosy.
Given that a superrosy theory always allows a dimension that makes each model surgical and well-founded, and that non-rosy theories never allow such dimensions, the following question is quite natural:
Question 5.12. Can Theorem 5.9 be strengthened by replacing "not rosy" with "not superrosy"?
This would seem to require a similar strengthening of Theorem 5.3 to say that whenever the (global) þ-rank of M is infinite, then there is some definable set in M eq with infinite þ-rank, and such that the þ-dividing formulas that witness its infinite þ-rank may all be chosen so that they are 2-inconsistent. Our current methods do not seem to lend themselves to such a generalization.
Restricted þ-forking and van den Dries dimension and algebraic boundedness
In this section we do not assume that we are working in a model that eliminates imaginaries.
In [vdD89] , van den Dries introduced what he called a dimension function. Ideally, for the sake of notation if nothing else, this dimension function would simply be a special case of the dimension function introduced in Section 5 and in general the properties that he requires for his dimension function would be more restrictive than those we assume of ours. Most importantly, besides his dimensions being ordinal valued, van den Dries places the additional requirement that given a projection the collection of fibers of a given dimension be a definable set. In addition, he requires the universe to be dimension 1. However, it should be noticed that the dimension function defined by van den Dries is not required to be automorphism invariant, and it is possible for infinite sets to have dimension 0. Also, and perhaps most useful for the analysis of what we will call restricted þ-forking, he does not require the dimension function to be defined on all of the definable sets, but rather those forming some full Tarski system.
We will analyze dimension functions on Tarski systems. To distinguish them from the dimension functions of Section 5, we will give the name fibred dimension functions to those ordinal valued dimension functions that satisfy the requirement that sets of fibers of a given dimension be elements of the Tarski system themselves. We will show that existence of such functions, if they are automorphism invariant, assign infinite sets dimension at least one and are defined on the Tarski system given by the definable subsets of a fixed collection of sorts, implying the rosiness of that collection of sorts.
Before we continue we need to say some things about what we mean by rosiness of a collection of sorts.
Definition 6.1. Fix a collection of sorts S := {S i } of A eq . We say that S is rosy if each of the local thorn ranks calculated with formulas with variables in S is finite. We say that S is superrosy if when we restrict the definition of þ-rank (4.3) to allow only formulas with variables in S is ordinal valued.
All the results in sections 2 through 4 as well as the proof of theorem 2.7 in [Ons06] go through if we restrict þ-forking to some fixed set of sorts. In particular, this restricted þ-forking is still symmetric, transitive, has local character, etc.
One particular case of this deserves to be singled out:
Definition 6.2. We say that a theory is real rosy if the real sorts are rosy.
Clearly, in a theory that eliminates imaginaries, real rosy implies rosy. However, as we will see in Example 6.13 below, in the absence of elimination of imaginaries real rosy need not imply rosy. Now we can go back to fibred dimension functions and connect them to restricted þ-forking. We will assign the name van den Dries dimension to the dimension function introduced in [vdD89] . Then, using the fact that a van den Dries dimension exists on the real sorts in algebraically bounded theories, we will obtain as a corollary that the real sorts in several commonly considered theories are rosy (so the theories themselves are real rosy by definition). Definition 6.3. A Tarski system on a nonempty set A is a disjoint union of T m for m ∈ N such that for each m we have: (T1): T m is a Boolean algebra of subsets of A m which is closed under permutations, (T2): S ∈ T m implies that both A × S and S × A are in T m+1 , (T3): {(x 1 , . . . , x m ) ∈ A m : x 1 = x m } ∈ T m , and (T4): S ∈ T m+1 implies that the projection of S onto the first m coordinates is contained in T m . A Tarski system is said to be full if {a} is contained in T 1 for each a ∈ A.
Clearly, if A is the universe of a structure A, then the subsets of A definable with a given set of parameters form a Tarski system. If the set of parameters allowed is A itself, the system is full.
Definition 6.4. Let T be a full Tarski system on the nonempty set A. Then a fibred dimension function is a function d : T → {−∞} ∪ On such that for all S, S 1 , S 2 ∈ T m and all ordinals δ ∈ On, we have the following.
(Dim 1): First we make the following observation:
Lemma 6.5. Fibred dimension is preserved by finite to one maps whose graphs are elements of T .
Proof. Suppose that there is an finite to one map f : A → B with Γ(f ) ∈ T . Then let S := Γ(f ) and let T := {(y, x) : (x, y) ∈ Γ(f )}. Now, letting
Definition 6.6. We say that a dimension function on a Tarski system T consisting of definable subsets of some structure A is automorphism invariant if, whenever σ : A → A is an automorphism and
Proposition 6.7. Let A be a ℵ 0 -saturated structure and let S := {S i } be a collection of sorts of A. Suppose that T is the full Tarski system of definable subsets of S i0 × · · · × S i k , where each S ij ∈ S . Suppose that d : T → T is an automorphism invariant fibred dimension function where d(S) = 0 implies that S is a finite set. Then for any D ∈ T we have that d(D) ≥ þ-rank D (by which we mean þ-rank restricted to S ).
Proof. We proceed by induction to show that if þ-rank of E is α then d(E) ≥ α. The case of þ-rank 0 is clear, as þ-rank E = 0 if and only if d(E) = 0 if and only if E is finite and nonempty. Now assume that we have þ-rank E ≥ α implies d(E) ≥ α. Let ψ(A) be a set of þ-rank α + 1. This must be witnessed by some ϕ(x, y) and θ(y, c) such that the family of definable sets {ϕ(A, a) : A |= θ(a, c)} is k-inconsistent, each ϕ(A, a) is contained in ψ(A) and for infinitely many such a's þ-rank ϕ(A, a) = α. Choose an a 0 where þ-rank ϕ(A, a 0 ) = α and tp(a 0 /c) is non-algebraic 4 . Then there are infinitely many a's such that d(ϕ(A, a)) = d(ϕ(A, a 0 )) = δ ≥ α. Now consider the set S := {(y, x) : A |= ϕ(x, y) ∧ θ(y, c)}. Let S y := {x : (y, x) ∈ S} = ϕ(A, y). Then S(δ) := {y : d(ϕ(A, y)) = δ} is infinite and an element of T and hence has dimension at least one. Thus, d({(y, x) ∈ S : y ∈ S(δ)}) ≥ δ + 1 ≥ α.
Note that the map {(y, x) ∈ S : y ∈ S(δ)} → ψ(A) given by (y, x) → x is a finite to one map and hence, ψ(A) contains a set of dimension at least δ + 1 by the previous lemma. So ψ(A) ≥ δ + 1 by (Dim 2).
The definition introduced in [vdD89] differs from ours in one major respect: it adds to (Dim 1) the requirement that d(A) = 1. It also replaces (Dim 4) with a requirement that, a priori, is weaker, though it can be proven to be equivalent if we assume that d(A) = 1.
Definition 6.8. Let T be a full Tarski system on the nonempty set A. Then a van den Dries dimension function is a function d : T → {−∞} ∪ N such that for all S, S 1 , S 2 ∈ T m and for all n ∈ N, we have:
( By Proposition 1.4 of [vdD89] we see that for any van den Dries dimension function, (Dim 4)' implies (Dim 4) and thus a van den Dries dimension function is a fibred dimension function, giving us the following corollary.
Corollary 6.9. Suppose d is an automorphism invariant van den Dries dimension function on the full Tarski system of definable subsets of S , a collection of sorts in an ℵ 0 -saturated model. Furthermore assume that d(S) = 0 if and only if S is finite. Then these sorts are rosy and for each definable set in one of these sorts d(S) = þ-rank S , taking þ-rank restricted to S .
Proof. Applying the previous proposition gives that S is rosy with dimension greater than or equal to þ-rank; now applying Propositions 4.6 and 4.9 to the fact that d(A) = þ-rank A = 1 proves that equality holds. . . , x m , y] such that whenever S x is finite we have S x ⊆ {y ∈ D : f i (x, y) = 0} for some i ∈ {1, . . . , r} with f i (x, y) not identically zero.
One should note that the above definition of algebraic boundedness is taken from [vdD89] and being algebraically bounded in the sense of [Mac75] need not imply algebraic boundedness as defined above.
Any algebraically bounded theory admits the following van den Dries dimension function (see Proposition 2.7 of [vdD89] Moving to a |D| + -saturated elementary extension (D * , S * ) of (D, S) one can show that algdim D (S) =max{transcendence degree K K(s) : s ∈ S * } (Lemma 2.3 of [vdD89] ).
It is not hard to see that algebraic dimension is automorphism invariant and only the finite sets have dimension zero. So in an algebraically bounded theory algebraic dimension is the same as þ-rank restricted to the real sorts.
Thus we have established the following: Example 6.12. A real closed field is real rosy of þ-rank 1 and, as it eliminates imaginaries, rosy of þ-rank 1.
Example 6.13. Any Henselian valued field of equal characteristic 0, or of mixed characteristic (0, p), is real rosy of þ-rank 1. Note, however, that "y is in the ball of radius r centered at x" witnesses, as one varies r, that there are arbitrarily long chains of definable equivalence relations, and hence, as in Section 5, rosiness fails.
Example 6.14. Perfect pseudo-algebraically closed fields are real rosy of þ-rank 1.
[CH04].
In addition there are some rings of integers that are algebraically bounded. Example 6.16. The ring of all algebraic integers is a good Rumely domain, and therefore real rosy of þ-rank one.
